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INTRODUCTION 
There is scarcely anyone today, acquainted 
with modern literature, who does not know that Robert 
fVost la recognized as Americans foremost poet* Some 
could go on to enumerate mahy of his writings and 
discuss them; or, they might tell you that Frost has 
taught suid lectured in several of oi^r leading colleges 
and universities* Those who have heard him might tell 
you that his appearance is casual and friendly, that 
at times he is given to being ha$orou8 and idiimsical; 
and that yet, as if with a peculiar twist of the mind, 
* 
he can suddenly become a serious, meditative, and 
philosophical person. 
But I am sure that there are relatively few 
people %dio are aware that Frost has a fairly compact 
philosophy of things academic* He has written no book 
divulging his educational philosophy or his methods of 
teaching* His visits to classrooms, however, his actual 
A 
presence in the role of teacher, his Frostian influence 
upon students, the honors heaped upon him by academic 
institutions of high leading, the fact that he is much 
sou^t after by colleges and universities - all these 
facts speaks for his success as a teacher and his 
2 
Iffiportanoe in aoademio world* 
Purpose? The purpose of this treatise is to 
set forth any pertinent faots, fundamental principles, 
and methods of IVost^s educational philosopl^, in an. 
effort to show the contribution he has made to modern 
educational thought* Hy source material has been 
chiefly newspaper articles, periodicals, and a few 
biographical and critical boohs of recognised walue* 
From these, I have att^pted to isolate direct 
conversations by Frost that reveal his ideas on 
education, as well as comments which in any way show 
recognition of Frost the teacher by students, educators, 
and institutions of higher learning. 
Resources: Recognition must be given to the 
following persons who, in their studies of Frost, have 
in one way or another touched upon this particular field 
of study: 
Hunson, (Joxham, Robert Frost, New Xorh, 1927: 
Frost*8 teaching at Pinkerton Academy, 0erry, New 
Hampshirej New Hampshire State Normal School, Plymouth, 
New Hampshire; Amherst College; and the University of 
Michigan* 
Thoo^son, lawranoe. Fire and Ice* New York, 
1942: Frost’s philosophy concerning the Individual and 
the school and Frost*s *Eduoatlon by Metaphor.* 
N6%rdlok9 Robert9 ^Robert Frost In the 
American College*, Journal of Higher Education. 
Hay, 1936: a short article wherein the author has 
treated the principles and methods of Frost*8 
educational philosophy. 
Thornton, Richard, Recognition of Frost. 
Hew York, 1937: excerpts on PTost^s educational 
background and teaching. 
Sargeant, Elisabeth, ^re Under the Andes. 
Hew York, 1927: Frost’s method of conducting a 
class. 
A complete list of all the books, articles, 
and pamphlets used In making this study will be found 
at the end of the essay. The works, listed above 
represent only a small portion of the material that 
has been examined. 
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BlOaBAPHX 
Born of school teachers and reared in an 
atmosphere of school teaching^ Eobert Frost has 
nattirally chosen to be associated irith institutions 
/ 
of learning for the greater part of his life* Both 
of his parents^ William Prescott Frost Jr* an6. 
Isabelle Moody Frost, prior to their marriage, had 
taught school together in Bucknell Academy, Lewiston, 
Pennsylvania* Displaying some of the spirit of 
adventure and search for lifers opportunities which 
his son exhibited later on, William Frost left the 
teaching profession, and with his wife moved to 
California to become a Journalist for a Democratic 
newspaper, Bulletin. It was here in Ban J^anolsoo, 
California that Robert Frost was bom on March 26, 1876. 
Ten years later, in 18S5, Robert was left 
fatherless, and Mrs. Frost with her two children came 
east to live at her husband's former home in l»awrenoe, 
Massachusetts* Here, feu* many years, Mrs. Frost 
supported her family by teaching, first in neighboring 
schools and later on in her own private school. 
5 
As a young boy, Robert Frost had been 
indifferent to learning. For the most part, fun and 
games had taken preoedenoe over studies in the 
grammar grades. Then, quite suddenly, a change came 
over him; he began to apply himself to hie work and 
make the most of his opportunity for leazviing. 
Much time having been wasted, it was neoessary that 
he make up defioienoies for a number of years. These 
requirements he actually oompleted in one year, and 
in 18S9 he entered Lawrence High School, participated 
in several activitiest and graduated at the head of 
his class in 1892. There was another wi*^ whom Frost 
shared valedictory honors at this time, ^is student 
was a X^awrenoe girl, Eleanor \fhite, who was completing 
her high school course in two and one«»half years. It 
was this same girl who, three years later (1^5), 
became Frost*8 wife, a true, devoted, and inspiring one. 
Of their marriage, Ooiham Kunson has said, that * their 
names have ever since been joined in a union of 
(1) 
singular idyllic beauty.* 
(1) Munson, Gorham, Robert Ft^ost, New fork, 1927, 
p. 28. 
6. 
It was during hla high school years, 
beginning at the early age of fourteen that Frost 
began to adventure for hiaself among books. Bryant, 
Foe, Kelley, £2d%fard Hovrland Sill, and Iverson were 
among his disooTeries. This quality of dipping into 
literature and exploring for himself is one that he 
has always retained and still encourages in others* 
At fifteen, he began to try his hand at writing verse, 
and two years later, idien only seventeen years of age, 
he wrote his first poem, Butterfly*, one of the 
pieces later published in a Boy*8 Will and the 
earliest poem that he has kept* In spite of early 
adverse criticism of his poetry, frost exhibited a 
obtain pertinacity of character by going his own way 
and doing i^at he wanted to do* ^4ien a friend told 
him that his poems were not poetry at all, but 
conversation. Frost said to himself: *I will develop 
this quality until it becomes not my weakness, but my 
strength; I will prove that conversation can be 
(1) ~ 
poetry** And, hi^ly skillful in the use of the 
dramatic dialogue, today he has become an original 
voice in American poetry* This same persistent. 
(1) Thornton, Hi chard, Hecognitloa of Robert Frosty 
New York, 1937, *The Ferraanenoe of Hofeeri Frost*, 
p. 7. 
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uiioonventionalf defiant attitude, he has carried 
over Into hla Ideas and actions In the academic world. 
Here too, as In poetry, he has found hla true direction. 
In the fall of 1892, financially aided by hla 
grandfather. Frost entered I^tmouth College as a 
freshman. He stayed but a few months. Other Interests 
were beginning to develop In him which the college did 
not seem to satisfy. The whole formula of collegiate 
learning was rebellious to the nature of the man. 
Frost seemed to be groping for Individuality; he 
resented being told what to do, what to read, what to 
accept or reject. Ko, college did not seem to be what 
he needed. He was afraid "It would make him Into 
{!) 
decent boaxnis and he wished to remain a growing tree." 
So back home he came and got himself a job as 
a bobbin boy In a Lawrence mill. But this work was 
routine and Irksome «• not Inspiring to the soul of a 
poet. Any e^are moments from his dally toll were spent 
In reading ^lakespeare, and on slack days he would sneak 
up to a store room and read a flench book until the boss 
found him. 
In 1893 an opportunity came for him to receive 
(1) Cox, Sidney, Robert Frost. New York, 1929, p. 24. 
f 
8, 
his first taste of teaching, when he was asked to 
finish out the year as a Latin instructor in his 
mother‘s private school. More teaching followed; 
for all of one year and part of another he taught in 
a little country school at Salem, New Hampshire; 
another year he taught English, Latin, amd algebra 
in his motherms school. 
Since frost continued to be unsettled about 
hi a life’s vocation, his grandfather ur^ed him to try 
college once more. Harvard was his ohoioe this time; 
the year was 1897, two years after his marriage. To 
help defray the expenses which more education would 
entail, FToot taught for one year at the evening school 
at North Cambridge; and another year he eoimauted 
regularly to Lawrence to meet an evening class and 
» 
talk over new books. 
Here at Hau?vard frost found good scholarship, 
friendship with a young instructor, Irving Babbitt, 
with whoa he particularly enjoyed reading Greek, a 
oourae in philosophy under George Batntayana, (a course 
later recalled by Frost as memorable), a deeper and 
broader study of Latin and Greek. All these more 
favorable aspects of college life did not serve to 
counterbalance hie former concepts of the academic 
9. 
formula. He left Harvard at the close of hie second 
year. College was not the road to be taken.. 
*Two roads diverged, in a wood, and I- 
I took the one less traveled by, (l) 
And that has ciade all the differenoo.** 
Grandfather B'rost, resigned to the faot 
that his grandson was not bent toward higher education, 
decided to make a farmer out of him. He purchased a 
farm for him in Derry, New Hampshire, and here in 1900, 
(2) 
Robert Frost moved his family, now four, and 
settled down to be ‘*a real if not a good farmer.* (3) 
The soil was far from prolific, and, as more children 
I 
came, it became increasingly difficult to make ends 
meet. 
To alleviate home conditions as much as 
* 
possible, Ffost decided to apply for a position at 
Pinkerton Academy right there in Derry. The academy 
was marked for its hi^ respect for things traditional 
(1) Robert Frost, Collected Poems of Robert Frost. 
New York, 1939, *Tiie fead klot ¥ake^^ ^ ^ r * 
(2) A son, Eliot, had been born in 1896. (He died in 
the middle of the 1900*a) A daughter, Leslie, had 
been born in 1899. 
(3) A son, Carol, born 1902; a daughter, Irma, born, 
1903, and a daughter, Marjorie born, 1906. 
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and for Ite rigid diroiplihary rules. But when Frost 
arrived as teacher of H^lish and psFchology, he 
represented soraething new and exciting for Pinkerton. 
Hie free and easy attitude in the class room, the 
informality of hie presence, his laxity about 
punctuality, and the fact that he had no college degree, 
at first brought forth an air of hostility among the 
faoxilty and older students. Frost, the complete 
individualist, went his ofwn way however. 
Frost brought new material in plays to 
Pinkerton. He liked coaching the students for plays in 
the same way that he enjoyed getting out on the athletic 
field to Join in games with the boys. These were 
opportunities to meet the students in a different sort 
of way than classroom offered. For years it had 
been traditional to present one play a year at the 
academy. One could always count on its being a 
E^iakespearian production. It was Frost enlarged 
the academy’s view of the drama and Increased the tempo 
of productions. Hobart Mewdiok refers to Frost’s 
influence on the draiaa at Pinkerton as followss 
He scorned the notion that dramatically good 
things are generally beyond the appreciation and 
capacities of boys and girls of high school age, 
and he likewise scorned the fuss which secondary 
school teachers regularly make about producing a 
11 
play. With the cooperation of the staff of tlie 
Critic • the school periodical, tdiloh also was 
under his direction - Frost produced five plays 
within the course of a few weeks: Marlow*s 
Dr. Faustus. Milton*8 Goaus. Sheridan‘s The 
Rlvais. arid Yeat*e Tarid of Heart*a Desfre 
grid' dathleen nl HooY^arit. amriitious program 
was Successful After the production of the 
first play, ft*o8t was stopped on the street by 
George W. Bingham, pious principal of the school, 
who, for tile scenes In 01rce*8 palace, offered 
the use of the ooaraunlon service of the church. (1) 
Hew teachers and new subjects (agriculture 
and di^eatlo science) were now added to the ourrleulum, 
and a fz^er atmosphere among the student body seemed to 
be ushered Into Pinkerton by Frost. As a teacher of 
ii^ngllsh, he was especially successful. He seemed to 
have far greater Interest In the Individual student than 
• had ever been esdilblted before by other teachers. He 
had a way of asking questions and maklit^ observations In 
a few words which brought him closer to his students. 
He always felt there ims something to be learned from 
them. This last Idea Is clearly revealed In one of 
Frost’s poetic epigrams, ^What Fifty 3ald*j 
**When I was young my teachers were the old, 
1 gave up fire for form till I was cold. 
I suffered like a metal being oast, 
I went to school to age to learn the past. 
(1) j^ornton, Richard, Recognition of Robert Frost. Hew 
York, 1937, Hewdlck, Honert, "i^lnkerWri Academy, 
Derry, Hew HampshlreY PP* 80-81. 
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Now I am old my teachers are the young. 
What can*t be moulded must be cracked and sprung, 
I strain at lessons fit to start a suture, 
I go to school to youth to learn the future, •*(!) 
It wasn*t uncommon for Frost to take long 
walks with his students after school hours. Time spent 
with him in a bookstore, over an oyster stew, stopping 
at a farmhouse to purchase doughnuts, pausing to identify 
plant life - all the while touching upon books, school 
affairs, aspects of farm life in New Hampshire, current 
news of Importance - brought an enrichment to many 
students, an enrichment that books alone could never 
have given them. On these walks, as in the classroom. 
Frost always encouraged the pupils to think for 
themselves and felt he had gone a long way if he 
succeeded in making a pupil express an idea that 
was his own. Never argumentative. Frost tried to 
**bring a pupil out** by touching upon something which 
he thought the pupil was especially interested in. 
Perhaps we can understand now why there was such 
a tremendous growth in his popularity among the 
student body that by the time the fall teimi of 
1909 opened at Pinkerton, one hundred per cent of the 
(1) Thompson, Lawrence, Fire and Ice, New York, 1942, 
pp. 171-2. 
13. 
(1) 
students were for him. 
John Bartlett of Boulder, Colorado and a 
former student of Frost’s at Pinkerton has revealed by 
his own ex^)erienoe i^at frlendsliip meant to Frost: 
I remember how I came back to Derry late in 
1910, having left college between two days; 
defeated and defiant, meeting disapproval and 
condemnation. X was a boy getting hit by life 
and receiving no friendly overtures idien I needed 
them most. Frost heard X was back and walked 
miles to see me and take me over the country roads 
for a talk. X remember how a few months later he 
speeded me on my way to British Colombia ^th a hand¬ 
shake and a look in the eye. There was a book at 
that parting, Chesterton’s Heretics. X read it 
three times on the way out. T remember letter after 
letter as I sought a way to fit in at Vancouver and 
the frequent letters as I finally started newspaper 
work. Letters all about me, my problems. That was 
what friendship meant to Robert Frost, help to the 
maximum, when a boy needed it. (2) 
3o successful was Frost proving to be as a 
teacher that by 1909 the schools in Hew Hampshire began 
to be interested in his classes. He talked at conventions, 
booked by Henry Horrieon, the New Hampshire State 
Bi^orintendent, and from time to time educators visited 
his classes. 
Xt was through the influence of tlie Principal 
of Pinkerton (Dr. Silver), who had been appointed head 
(1) Jenson, Oorhara, op. oit., p. 48. 
(2) Munson, Gorham B., Robert Frost. New York, 1927, 
pp. 50-bl. 
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of the Hew Haapehlre State Hormal School at Plymouth 
and wished to take the pick of the faculty with him, 
that Troet became a teacher of English and psychology 
at the same noi*mal school for the year 1911-12. Here 
too, he seemed to have an exciting time of teaching, 
for his classes were improvised with no reference to a 
special chart of procedure. Widely read himself, he 
2iad an enthusiasm for literature which reached out to 
N t. 
the student body. He offered his students an opportu¬ 
nity to dip into choice bits of literature not 
neoesearily found in the English Course of Study Program. 
/ 
Books such as Platons Republio and Rousseau * a • Emile were 
read and discussed, and in literary ooGroosition he 
stressed the importanOe of t2ie creative imagination. 
was common to experience, but uncormaon to 
(1) 
expression. •* 
While at the Hormal School, Frost became 
acquainted with another faculty member, Sidney Cox 
(later a professor at Qartaouth). Oox speaks of Frost*8 
year at the Normal School as foilowe2 
He ifaa always interested in people and 
never spoke of anyone sllf^tingly. On the other 
(1) ^ornton, Richard, Recognition of Frost. New York, 
1937, p. 228. 
15. 
he was keenly aware of ^aiae and stupidities, 
and he was not tender toward them, (1} 
In referring to dlsousslona iirith Frost on 
Matthew Arnold*s Scarab and Husturn, Mark Twain’s 
The Jumping Frog, Stevenson’s The Bottle Itap, liawthorne’s 
UTm HlKp?lnbQthara*a Catastrophe, and H, 0. Wells’ Tlie 
Goimtry of the Blind. Professor Cox says, *He Invariably 
(2) 
made me see something new,** And so It must have 
been with frost’s students grew to love him here as 
tlie others had at Pinkerton, 
It was not long after Frost’s arrival at the 
Kormal School that the State Superintendent discovered 
/ 
that he was the beat of the Englleh teachers under hi a 
(3) 
administration, «^id the Principal of Pinkerton 
** found that he was wrong in assuming that Frost was 
hardly the man to address a farmer’s Institute, True - 
It was an effort for Frost to overcome a crowd^but-v/hen 
the occasion arose, he did show that he had something 
to say, and could say it well. *Me took a sly pleasure 
(1) Munson, Corhaa, op, olt, p. 64, 
(2) Ibid,, p, 53. 
(3) Ibid., p. 65 
16. 
In 6ur|:>rl3ing those underrated him because of his 
(1) 
lack of a college degree.*” 
The **road to foe taken** ceased to foe an enigma 
for Frost. His success in teaching at Pinkerton and 
the State Horoal school gave him an opportunity to find 
that he liked teaching. As a writer, his ability had 
not yet been recognized, but he was not discouraged 
on this account. His success as a farmer had not been 
proclaimed and probably never would be. (His nei^bors 
in }>erry were still bemoaning the fact that Frost could 
be seen milking the cows at ten o*oXock at night so 
that he could sleep until ten the next morning). ^4hat 
his neighbors were thinking and talking about concerning 
his ability as a farmer made no difference to him. 
He continued to farm «> and to farm in his own way. 
^^^riting, teaching, and farming each grew to become an 
indispensable and interdependent cc^onent of the 
pattern of his life. And to Frost and those he reaches 
“this has made all the difference*. 
*Ti8 of the essence of life here....* 
Hiat life has for us on the wrack 
Nothing but idiat we somehow chose. 
(1) Munson, Oorham B., op. oit*, p. 66. 
(2) Thornton, Hi chard, op. oit.. p. 284. 
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fitter completing- his one year of teaching at 
the State Normal School, Proet felt a strong desire to 
tpke time out and derote himself oompllately to his 
poetry* It was in 1918 that he sold his farm and moved 
his family to England. Life had something more to offer 
him besides teaching; this Frost felt deeply. Again he 
was exhibiting one of the dualities that stand out so 
clearly in his philosophy of •‘the freedom of the 
individual.* ^Just start doing something you want to 
do, making something you want to make, 'and it will come 
<1) 
cxit all right in the end.* 
Frosts* living abroad, friendships made with 
England*8 writers, recognition given him as a poet when 
a liondon editor published A Boy*a ¥111 and North of Boston 
proved an invaluable experience. It was an experience 
which was another step towards giving him *a marked 
wide horizon;* a step towards making him later a *power 
outside of the college as well as inside;* *one you 
can hear along other highways. • 
♦ 
Upon Frost*8 return to America in 1915, he 
settled on a famn near Fr&noonia, New Hampshire. America 
may have been slow to recognize his capacity for becoming 
(1) The Columbian, April 6, 1939, pp. 1-3, *Robert Frost, 
Greatest American Poet, Grants Intel'view to Reporter 
Norton.* 
18. 
a great poet,but ahe lost no tine in making up to him 
once England had disoovered his poetio talent. Within 
two years, he was made Phi Beta Kappa Poet at both 
Tuits College (1915) and at iiarvard (1916), as well 
as an honorary member. Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha of 
Massachusetts Chapter. 
^ If the faculty at Pinkerton Aoadeay felt 
imposed upon when Proet taught there without a oollege 
degree, imagine their consternation years later \dien 
Amherst College asked him (with this same deficiency) 
to Join its faculty in 1917. Here again at Amherst 
College, as in Pinkerton and at the State Normal School, 
Frost brought a spirit of norelty and freshness and was 
allowed a ‘‘freedom of his material.** In the course he 
taught on Shakespeare, the students acted one-hour 
versions of plays they themselves had arranged. 
Besides this course, he taught imaginative writing, 
moderm poetry, and philosophy and reading drawn from 
outside the usual scope of literary courses. 
Frost remained at Amherst Oollege for four years, 
from 1917 to 1920. In 1920, he became oo-founder of 
the Bread Loaf Bohool of liinglish at Middlebury College, 
Mlddlebury, Vermont; and he has been-an annual lecturer 
there ever since. In 1921, President Burton of the 
19 
ITnirersity of Michigan chilled him to fill the •Hew 
Mello^•/8hip in The Arts* (established for t^ie first 
time in 1921). His appointment had been for on© year, 
but was extended to t^^o. So successful was he on the 
Hlchlgan Campus that in 1926 he was called book to Ann 
Arbor to hold a life Fellowship in Poetry. 
The Hew Hlngland soil was too much within him, 
however, and after spending the year 1926-26 on the 
Michigan Campus, he returned to Vermont with the plan 
of distributing his •teaching* efforts among several 
colleges. So it was that Frost, the following year, 
1926-27, traveled to Wesleyan for two weeks, Amherst 
for ten, Michigan for a few weeks, and then vent on 
to Dartmouth for a visit. In each place, he mingled 
with students and faculty, gave lectures and readings, 
consulted with literary aspirants, and iiaparted a 
fresh emotional quality to the collegiate routine. 
Then for twelve years, up to 1938, FVost 
returned as Professor of English at Amherst, on the 
John Woodruf Simpson Foundation. This time, his 
I 
position on the Amherst faculty was unique. . He held no 
regular classes or seminars, but while in residence was 
accessible to any student seeking his counsel and 
instruction. His •conversations,* on a wide range of 
20 
literary and philosophical subjects^ were considered 
to b© of great value to the educational program of 
the college* 
A tragic sorrow 0£uae to Robert Frost In 1938, 
when his wife passed away* ^e had been a loyal, 
steadfast, tolerant, and understanding wife and mother. 
Her passing left Frost a much bereaved and saddened 
man. At the end of the academic year In 1938 he sold 
the house he had purchased during hla long sojourn In 
Amherst and resigned from tlie Amherst College faculty. 
The following year (1939), he was honored by 
Harvard College when he was made the first recipient of 
the Kev Emerson Fellowship with an appointment for two 
years* The purpose of this fellowship was to enable 
distinguished poets to come to Harvard for one or two 
years, meet informally with students interested In 
poetry, and perhaps give a few formal lectures* 
Concerning Frost's appointment to this 
fellowship, the Springfield Union says the following: 
It Is fitting that he be the first fellow of 
the Emerson Award, for he deserves the recognition 
as a forerunner who raised the popular taste to the 
point where the fellowship (and others like It) 
Is more a necessity for our youth than an honor to 
a iiian*(l) 
(1) Springfield Union* May 15, 1939, p. 6* 
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In 1941, i^rost established a scholarship at 
Breadloaf in jaeraory of his wife, Elinor Frost. An 
award is given annually to tlie moat promising poet of 
the year, and whoever Frost nominates is entitled to a 
six-week course in the Bummer study at Breadloaf. 
From March 26 to April 16, 1943, Frost was 
Poet in Residence at Indiana University, and on July 23 
of the same year was appointed Ticiuior Fellow in the 
Humanities at Dartmouth College. Exoeot for occasional 
(1) 
lecturing in other colleges (1943-44), he has carried 
on hlB teaching at Dartmouth up to the present time. 
Here his Job is to stimulate the students to enter3:»rise 
by his mere presence. And richly rewarded have been 
the fortunate civilian students as well as many of the 
t\fo thousand Officers of the Naval Training School who 
have taken the opportunity to become acquainted vrlth 
Frost and his rich philosophy. 
For a man who has not pretended to be a 
teacher and has often wondered *why colleges want him,** 
Rob rt Frost has come a long way in the academic world. 
Newdick has said of Frost as a teacher: 
(1) University of Miami, University of CSiloago, 
Cincinnati University, Vanderbuilt University, and 
Massachusetts State Oollege. 
t 
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he has said and done In his 
oharacter as an educator has the authority 
of half a lifetime of considered experience 
and philosophical observation.(1) 
And today 
'‘They would not find me changed from him they ]cnew- 
Only more sure of all 1 thought was true.**(2) 
(1) Journal of Higher Eduoation. Vol, VII (1936), 239, 
*Ro¥ert frost Colleges* * by 
Robert 3. Kewdich. 
(2) Robert Frost, Collected Poems Of Robert Frost, 
hew York, 1939, •Into liy Own, p. h. 
23. 
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RONORAHY AWARDS AND HSCOaRITIOH 
1915 Phi Beta Kappa Poet at Tufts College. 
1916 Phi Beta Kappa Poet, Harvard College 
Honorary member, ?hl Beta Kappa, Alpha of 
Massachusotte Chapter^ Harvard College. 
1918 M- A., Amherst College. May 2. 
1922 A. M., University of Michigan. June 19. 
1923 L. H. D. University of Vermont. June 18. 
1924 Lltt. D., Mltidlebury College. June 16. 
1926-«1926 Lltt. D., Bowdoin Goll©?^e. June 14. 
1930 Lltt. D., University of New Hampshire. June 16. 
1931 L. H. D., Wesleyan University. October 12. 
1932 Lltt. D., Columbia University. June 1. 
Lltt. D., Williams College. June 20. 
Phi Beta Kappa Poet, Columbia University. 
1933 Lltt. D., Dartmouth College. June 20. ' 
1934 Elected to Honorary Membership In the Michigan 
Academy of Science, Arts and Letters. 
1938 
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L. H. B., at. Lawenoe University. June 8. 
L. H. B. University of Pennsylvania. June 10. 
L. H. D. Bates College. June 15. 
1937 Elected to the Aaorioan Philosophical Society. 
April 23. Litt. D., Harvard University. 
June 24. 
1939 L. H. B., University of Colorado, ^pTll 24. 
Appointed an Associate of Adams House, Harvard 
College, November. 
1940 Phi Beta Kappa Poet, Tufts College, May 22. 
1941 Idtt. 0., Princeton University, June 17. 
Phi Beta Kappa Poet at Harvard College. June 19. 
Phi Beta Kappa Poet at College of William and 
Mary. Deeember 5. 
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FROST *3 SI^CATIOKAL PHU^OSOPHY- 
Thff XaMyldual and ttie School: 
PFo8t*fl Initial oonccjm for colleges and 
schools is the role they play in their contribution to 
making individuals worthy of the society in which they 
live. To him, it is only i4ien self reliance and 
independent action are developed within'a person that 
the fibres of mir social pattern become strong. Since 
Frost is 4.nterestod in a personas attaining the 
Integrity needed to make him a more worthidille member 
of society, it is not any wonder that in his capacity 
as a teacher and writer any force acting as an 
impediment to this attainment might oome in for its 
share of criticism. 
Lawranoe Thompson in his book Fire and Ice 
has pointed out that Frost, in his attitude toward the 
individual and society, considers that there are two 
kinds of pity which injure the desired Integrity of an 
individual: self pity, which makes a person turn to 
society for assistance,-and sentimental humanitarlanism, 
which esqpreases itself In social institutions - schools, 
relief organizations, government. It is this second 
26, 
fox*m of pity with vhioh we are oonoerned. Aocordlhg 
* to F^ost, the well meaning humanitarians encourage 
the abandonment of self-discipline and individual 
action; and since schools are included in this 
category, it is not difficult to discern his position. 
To reveal more clearly FVost's stand 
relative to the schools and colleges, Thompson goes on 
to say: 
*•.schools and colleges come in for their share 
of criticism from F^ost because they are too 
prone to superimpose artificial concepts on the 
individual instead of encouraging the student, 
through the genuine process of leading out, to 
discover his own position and beliefs as an 
individual. He objects to second hand ideas 
and prejudices with which students are loaded 
down and speaks of giving his pupils freedom in 
the classroom Just as he himself likes to have 
freedom of his material.(1) 
The freedom that Frost would like to give the 
pupil in the classroom la a vital factor in his 
educational philosophy. Ho himself speaks of this 
freedom in the following way: 
The freedom like to give la the freedom 
I*d like to have. That is much harder than suiything 
else in the world to get - the freedom of my material. 
You mig^t define a s<£ool boy as one \dio could 
recite to you, if you started him talking, everything 
(1) Thompson, lAwranoe, Fire and loe. Hew York, 1942, 
p. 21b. " 
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he read laet nighty In the order in -idiloh he 
read it. !Ihat*s Just the c^poeite of vhat I 
oean by a free peraon..... I thinJt what I^ai 
after ie free meditation. I don*t think 
anybody gets to It idien he*8 in anybody*8 
ooo^any; only i^en hie eoul is alone..... X 
would 90 run a eouree by 8elf«»wlthdraval, I 
would begin a oouree by being rery present» 
and timn slowly disappear* A sort of wanishii^ 
aot. I*d rather melt away just as I stood there^ 
and hare a fellow more and more alone and let 
him feel deserted^ like a baby in a room alone. 
dire him that terribly abandoned feeling, left 
to the horrors of hie own thoui^ts and eonsoienoe. (1) 
^ihat a pupil had read for an assignment would 
not interest Frost; that would be a mere repetition of 
another man*s ideas, but new ideae suggested by ^e 
reading would be another thing and the length to wliioh 
these ideas ean be oarried by the student himself are 
idiat Frost is after, ^at is why he would like to give 
the impression of beli^ so oompletely withdrawn from a 
student that that indiridual oould be alone in his own 
thoughts, without fear of m instructor's influence or 
prejudioes. It is this kind of p^pil«»teaoher relation¬ 
ship that he feels is being stifled by '‘too much 
academic formulae*" A closer study of his riews on our 
present day concepts and practices in education will 
(1) Thoiai>eon, Lawrance, Fire and Xoe. Xork, 1942, 
p. 216. 
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Illustrate hla meaning more clearly. 
The Lecture Systemi 
Frost Is not entirely Intolerant of the 
lecture system. He believes this system Is necessary 
V 
to a limited degree in almost ’any course. Xt is ’vjhen 
It Is used'to excess and the course dwindles Into an 
exercise of copious note takings that he objects# 
tilnoe he feels the classroom should be conducive to 
student thinking^ he falls to find Intellectual 
curiosity being stimulated or any mental effort being 
required by using the lecture method entirely. One of 
Frost*s CO-teachers at Amherst College cited this bit 
of Frostian phllosopJiy concerning the lecture method. 
Frost once made the remark that teachers remind him of 
The Jumping FTog by Hark Twain. There are two kinds of 
teachers? one Is the type that will say *11163, Dan*l, 
Flies* to his students, or In other words give them the 
*go sign* to start thinking and go just as far as 
their thoughts will take them; the oth«^ is the type 
tliat fills the students full of *buok8hot", so^ that they 
(1) 
never seem to be able to get their feet off the ground. 
(1) Mentioned by Tvoet In conversation with Professor 
Ceorge W. Whicher, Amherst College. 
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As to the pupils within a class, Ft»ogt 
alludes to those individuals who refuse to take the 
Initiative and assume a more or less passive existence, 
daring not to defy convention, always followers - as 
♦ 
slaves* He commends the high spirited kind that hates 
an order to do what they were about to do of their own 
accord and refers to them as •the free bom*. It Is 
not difficult to glean from his remarks that he has a 
peculiar attachment to the free born, or those who try 
to think things out for themselves. He would have a 
liberal educational system for them. However, he would 
not refuse to treat the slaves wherever he found 
t 
them.•.•*..those who will may, would be my first motto, 
<1) 
but my close second, Ihose who won^t must...* 
This lack of freedom In the classroom does a 
great Injustice to the students, according to Frost, 
for when college days are ended, and as Individuals, 
they go out to find their place In society, very often 
good taste and good judgment are found lacking among 
them. The college has failed them. When they h^ive 
been loaded down with the Ideas and opinions of their 
(1) Christian Science Monitor. December 24, 1926, p. 11, 
t ¥*rost i-nterpreis His Teaching Methods.* 
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Instructors and have been given no opportunity to 
exercise any discriminatory power as to the choice of 
good authors, newspaper articles, fine nnislo and 
painting, of what Importance Is their contribution to 
society going to be? 
How sliall a man go through college without 
having been marked for taste and Judgment? '»hat 
will become of him? Vfhat will his end be? He 
will have to take continuation courses for 
college graduates* * He will have to go to night 
schools, '^hey are ha ving night schools now, 
you know, for College graduates* v/hy? Because 
they have not been educated enough to find their 
way round In contemporary literature. - They don*t 
know what they oiay safely like In the libraries 
and galleries* They don’t know how to judge an 
editorial iihen they see one. l?iey don’t know how 
to judge a political campaign* They don’t know 
when they are being fooled by a metaphor, an 
analogy, a parable*(1) 
Frost not only points out a source of 
difficulty In the college classroom, but offers a 
solution - a possibility of building towards the "Ideal*. 
» j 
Whether or not anyone will aoci^t his proposal will never 
make him change his mind as to Its validity. He will 
never force the Issue* He does not pretend to be a 
leader of the academic world, but speaks from his many 
(1) Boston Evening Transcript, February 21, 1931, p* 3# 
*A ^ew 'llngland Poet ^x’alks on Education by Poetry." 
(From a Meditative Monologue by Hobert Frost In Amherst 
Graduate's Quarterly*} 
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years of teaching experience In some of our well known 
colleges. His experiences hare brought him closer to 
the students, in an attempt to probe the workings of 
their minds and to make them think for themselves. 
To teach a student to think is more than 
going around a classroom, and snapping pupil’s 
heads with thumb and finger - idille saying **Thlnk**. 
That was when thinking was becoming the fashion. 
The fashion hasn’t quite gone out yet.tl) 
He has no patience with the instructor >dio 
says that it is not necessary to show people how to 
think, that by and by this power will come to them 
autofliatloally. There are those who believe in giving 
forms of sentences to the pupila| If they have any ideas, 
then they will express them. Now, according to Frost, 
all there is to writing is having ideas, ^To learn to (2) 
write is to have ideas,* To a reporter, he once 
said: 
Vs still ask boys in college to think, as in 
the nineties, but we seldom tell them what thinking 
means; we seldom tell them that it is Just putting 
this and that together, it is Just saying one thing 
in terms of another. To tell them is to set t^ieir 
feet on the first rung of a ladder the top of which 
sticks through the 6ky.*<3) 
(1) Boston Evening Transcript, February, 21, 1931, p. 3> 
l^ew &glana i?oet taits on B^ubation by Poetry.* 
(2) Loo. Pit, 
(3) Loo. Pit. 
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•Just saying one thing In terms of another.** 
This Is what FVost means by Sduoatlon by Ketaphor, one 
of his methods of inducing thought among the students. 
Concerning the value of the metaphor, he aayss 
The metaphor tdiose manage we are beet 
taiJight in poetry - that is all there is to 
thinking. It may not seem far for the mind 
to go, but it is the mind^s furthest. The 
richest accumulation of the ages is the noble 
metaphors we have rolled up. (1) 
To illustrate the use of the metaphor he 
gives the following example: 
Somebody said to me a little while ago, **It 
is easy enough for me to think of the universe as 
a machine, as a mechanism.** 
X said, **You mean the universe is like 
a maohinet** 
He said, **Ho, I think it is one. • .Well, 
it is like •••** 
**I think you mean' the universe is like 
a machine.** 
**A11 right. Let it go at that. “ 
I asked him, **&id you ever see a machine 
without a pedal for the foot, or a lever 
for the hand, or a button for the finger?** 
He said, “No - no." 
Ana he said, **No. X mean it Is like a machine, 
only ...** 
**... it is different from a machine,** I said.(2) 
And Frost goes on to explain: 
He wanted to go just that far with that metaphor 
and no further. And so do we all. All metaphor 
breaks down sometdiere. That is the beauty of it. 
(1) Boston Evening Transcript, February 21, 1931, p. 3, 
*A i'^ew ^ingland i^oet Talxs on Education by Poetry* *. 
(2) Loo. Pit* 
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It is touch and go with the metaphor, and until 
you have lived with it long enoug^h you don*t know 
when it is going* You don*t know how much you 
can get out of it and when it will cease to yield. 
It is a very living thing. It is as life itself.(1) 
The subject of the use of metaphor in 
education is a very ooffij:>lex one and could be discussed 
at great length. But perhaps Fi*ost’8 own terse sumnary 
of the concept is as illuminating as a lengthy analysis 
would bo. 
The Qui2 System: 
Closely allied to Frost*3 concept of the 
lecture system in colleges is his idea on the quiz 
metSiod of finding out Just how much an individual student 
knows. He is especially opposed to using the quiz method 
to ascertain what a pi;^il is fitted for. In Frost’s 
« » 
opinion, quizzing to find out ^at a person is fitted 
for is showing that fitness in its crudest form. “You (2) 
never quizz in good society," says Frost. 
There are other ways. He prefers the natural 
way of controversy or debate for finding each other out, 
and he feels that these two ways are considerably better 
than lecturing and quizzing. But to him the best method 
(1) Boston gvening Transorlpt. February 21, 1931, p. 3, 
'Wew fegiand Foet ‘talks on Education by Poetry". 
(2) The Boston Sunday Globe. Movember 23, 1924, 
**I Vlil Teach Oniy ii/ben I have Something to Tell." 
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of all is the conuattnion of minds: 
But oommunion of minds ie the best waj * 
it is an etrergolhg self revelation. (1) 
Frost*8 opposition to the system of basing 
marks in a course upon quiszes and examinations even 
reaches to its applie??tion in primary and secondary 
schools as well as colleges. He feels that too much 
of the system is taken up with ^busy work*. 3uoh 
work is prescribed because so many hours must be filled 
according to schedule and not because either teacher or 
student is having fun at work. 
The purpose of this paper is to present 
Frost*s ideas on education and educational problems. 
It is not to make an unfavorable analysis of his ideas. 
However, it is worth pointing out that there are many 
educators who believe in frequent qxiizses and examinations 
and do not feel that such examinations arc “busy work.** 
I^ost is probably wrong when he suggests that all quizzes 
are futile. It would be more correct to say that the 
value of a quiz depends upon the type of question asked. 
Borne quizzes, as Frost says, may do nothing except 
consume time, but an intelligent quiz can test the 
(1) !nie Boston Sunday Globe, November 23, 1924, 
V/ili T^eaoh dniy Niien I have Something to Tell.** 
(Page number not included) 
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student*8 understanding and can foster the same values 
that Frost himself is Interested In developing, 
That some students anist be eubjeoted to the 
examination system Frost has full realization. When a 
student does not embraoe opportunity to let the 
teacher knov more of himself - to spill for'Gi his ideas 
by word of mouth - then Frost would give an examination; 
but at the same time his estimation of that person 
would be lowered. 
Just how much weight Frost puts upon 
examinations is revealed in one of the anecdotes he tells 
oonoerning a final examination he once gave at Amherst 
College, He speaks as follows: 
.,,1 wrote upon the blackboard: •Uxamlnation - 
(for one is required). Do what you think will please 
me most,* 
Then I left the room saying I would be in my 
office, A little later, 1 looked in upon the 
puzzled youngsters and said, *The limit is four 
blue-books! * This added to their dismay. One 
student actually wrote four blue-books thinking 
that was the rainlmma limit. Others came to the 
office and nearly shook my hand off and told me 
how much they had enjoyed the course, A few who 
had learned to know me better merely wrote a few 
epigrams, but one student had the mast vision 
went home!(1} 
Mj^rks: 
We have just seen that Frost looks with disfavor 
(1) MoHau^f s Monthly, Vol, V (1926), 46, 
As a Teacher*. 
••Robert Frost 
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upon the quiz and formal examination aa a means of 
determining the worth of an Individual. Since hie 
ideal olaeaes would be of a type In which the 
students, prompted and guided by the teacher, *spill 
forth their ideas,* this method in Itself would be a 
sort of searching examination ^loh would go on dally, 
/ 
He feels that the alert and qualified instructor 
should have no real difficulty in determining marks. 
We are all being marked by each other all 
the time, classified, ranked, put in our place, 
and 1 see no escape from that. I am no 
sentimentalist. You have got to mark, first of 
all, for accuracy, correctness. But If I am 
going to give a mark, that Is the least part of 
my marking, The hard part Is tSie part beyond 
that, the part where the adventure begins. (1) 
What does FVost mean by *adventure* in the 
above sense? - The reading of a book, for example, would 
be an individual's experience of venturing into the 
unknown; and any fruitful discovery made through his 
mental probing becomes his own and la not always subject 
to soientlflo measurement. ^ 
» 
How do X know whether a man has come close 
in reading Keats? It is hard for me to know... 
‘ One remark was their mark for the year; had to 
be - it was all I got that told me what I wanted 
(1) Amherst Graduates' (Quarterly# supplement to Vol. IV 
(1^31), 7, ‘^Sducation by Poetry (A Meditative 
Monologue)* by Robert Frost. 
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to know. And that le enough, Xt It was the 
right remark. If It came close enough.(1) 
Here are some oostfuente he makes In reference 
to marking. 
I had rather mark anyone for anything - for 
his looks, carriage, his Ideas, his correctness, 
his exactness anything you please • X would 
rather give him a mark In terms of letters, 4, B, 
C, P, than to have to use adjectives (2) on him.(3) 
Those who make A*8 in college and are petted 
and favored by their professors, meet bitter 
disappointment In post-college life.(4) 
An article In The Mountaineer reveals t^e 
following about Frost and marks: 
An as Frost sees it gives recognition to 
a pupil who has an entirely admirable attitude 
toward the things vdiich the course stands for. 
**I*ve had students to whom I would have liked to 
have given more than an ^A^*.** (&) 
(1) Journal of Higher Education. Vol. VIX (1956), 240, 
•fto\>ert froB S in ihV i^erloan Oollege** by Robert 
Hewdick. 
(2) By **adjectives*. Frost means such words as 
^excellent*, ^superior*, “good*, “satisfactory*, 
“poor*• 
(3) Boston Evening Transorlpt, February 21, 1931, p. 3, 
¥ji England t^oet talis On l^uoatlon by Poetry. “ 
(4) Ball state News. Munole Indiana, April 19, 1940, p.l^ 
^Robert W #ull of Humour As He Converses at 
Reception* by Esther Ebrlte. 
(6) The Mountaineer. Montclair, Hew Jersey, January 12, 
iSSS, p. 4, "Inglish Classes Should Mot Analyze 
Books, says Frost.* 
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It is obvious that Frost is opposed to 
» . 
solentlflo messureiaent for determining marka. His 
oritioism of leoturing, quizzes^ and marks is to a great 
extent Justifiable. It must be kept in mind, however, 
»• 
that his approach is idealistic and dependent upon 
definite, constant factors In the class room: first, 
a select, intellectual, and interested body of students; 
« 
second, issall, informal groups in which an instructor 
is given t!ie opportunity to ooiue close to each student; 
• 
third, teachers of high qualification who possess the 
ability to lead a disoussion and challenge the students 
into thought. 
Teachers: 
How important are the teachers, and Just what 
is their rSle in the college olassrooni? 
Frost thinks that the most impressive thing 
in a college career is often having as a teacher someone 
who means something. Students react differently to 
teachers, yet Frost feels ttiat part of the impression 
teachers make v^on a student is the effect of their 
reputation outside the college. Students get more from 
professors who have marked wide horizons and are not 
filiaply slaves to the subject they teach. 
I 
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If a teacher Is evidently a power outside 
as veil as Inside the oollege, one of whom you 
can hear alon^ other hl^waya, then that teacher 
la of deep potential value to the students.{!) 
-ttie business of the teacher ISn I pz^esuise^ 
to challenge the students x>urpose. ‘This Is 
life. Your career Is ahead of you*, he must 
say. •Now what are you going to do about itt 
Something large or small? Will you dabble or 
will you make it a real one?* (2) 
Frost doesn*t mean that this challenge should 
be made In words, for it would soon begin to sound to 
the students like dull morallsm* 
A man oan*t you know be forever standing 
about on a campus crying out at the students, 
•what are you going to do about it?*(3) 
Frost*8 reference to teaching •by challenge^ 
goes still further In his philosophy of so called 
•education by pz*esence^. By this terra, he means the 
presence in colleges of individuals-1 ending soliolars, 
outstanding scientists, and distinguished artists 
who may conduct •courses*, or simply be available for 
conversation or conference. Frost believes that their 
(1) ghriatian Science Monitor. December 24, 1926, p. 11> 
froei Interprets His Teaching Methods^. 
(2) Loo, cit. 
(3) What Frost means is that the teacher*9 life must 
say that, his own work must say that. 
/ 
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i •• 
mere presence will be stimulating and beneficial to 
student thiniang. 
The teacher who has student associations 
are but informal or extra-class fills a i^acious place 
; 
in the 8tudent»e needs. To him, perfect informality 
of contact consists in offering oneself as someone the 
student may like to show his work to. Juat how far 
Frost has gone with this idea is revealed by the fact 
that men have gone to him with paintings because they 
/ 
valued hie sympathy \?lth anything they might do, even 
though it was intrinsically something he knew little 
(1) 
about. 
Frost would like to see the colleges partly 
built in what he calls the *upper tier* of teachers 
who offered themselves or were offered in this way. 
“ I ^ 
By •upper tier* of teachers he means those few teaohers 
\ 
who could be offered wholly this way and all the teaohers 
more or less. 
Every tea<rfier should have his time arranged 
to permit freer informal contacts with students. 
Art, the various sciences, research, lend them¬ 
selves to this treatment.(2) 
(3.) <2iristlan Science Monitor. December 24, 1925, p. 11, 
^riolbert Frost Interprets His Teaching Method*. 
(2) Loo. Pit. 
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You oould perfectly well build an 
Institution on Informal contacts. I*d glre 
every teacher idio wanted It, who oould be happy 
in it, who vouldn*t despise it, a chance at this, 
informal teaching. Scwao I*d give more, some I*d 
five less. Some I«d give - Isn’t there a phrase 
•Nothing else but?*(l) 
Ag£>d.n he favors 
...the teachers who would ]Lnov how to get 
out of a student by throwing an atmosphere of 
expectation around him than by putting the screws 
on him. They would ask without asking. How? 
by implication, by challenge, by example, by 
presence.(2) 
A few years ago. Frost made the following 
oomnent to the Dean at Breadloaf, Middlebury College: 
tnie trouble with education today is that the 
teacher has become a split personality. He is the 
man who knows that iidiich he can’t teach and the 
man teaches that which he doesn’t know. All 
there is to teaching is catching people at something 
intellectual, letting the student see what he is 
seeing.(3) 
Heading: 
Extensive assignments would not be a part of 
Frost’s ideal college. Reading of material In voluminous 
(1) Christian Science Monitor. December 24, 1925, p. 11# 
’^^Ho'bert h:*08t Interprets His Teaching Method*. 
(2) Christian Science Monitor# May 29, 1926, p. 5, 
*¥ribute ta Paid to Dr. Surton,* 
(3) Mlddlebury College Neve Letter, Vol. XIV (1939),12-13, 
^(tbdfatker o# Sread i#oa#* l>y w! bee. 
quantities and Jotting down notes to be handed back 
to the instructor in a quiz do not constitute his idea 
of intellectual development* He does not feel that 
p 
reading ^ould be a burdensome and finite task, but 
rather something which should give pleasure and satis¬ 
faction and should open our minds to broader horizons, 
making us want to taste more. Toward this end, he would 
place a high value on the reading room (^ere students 
would read not for profit, but for pleasure), and he 
feels that its real value would oome ^flth the report 
on the number of people who used the facilities 
availp.ble* He goes on to say we should not read 
any faster than we can actually hear the words, if we 
are to get t^e full enjoyment out of literature. To 
him, “Interpretation depends in many instances upon 
hearing a thing* It*8 in the •how* a thing is said 
(1) 
that counts.** 
He is very much in favor of independent reading 
for students and refers especially to the value of such 
reeding in the English classes. He feels that formal 
<1) The Tribune-Republican* Headville, Pennsylvania, 
May iS, l^Ss, p. 4, ^Tmpresslve Tribute Paid to 
Late John Scott Craig At Ceremonies Here Last Night. 
4^* 
English classes are too often concerned with the 
mechanics of a piece of literature, and as a result 
the underlying esthetic values are not perceived* He 
la a strong advocate of the classics and feels that 
one shoiad acquire a background of the classloa and 
philosophy. Then one ghouia obtain knowledge of 
people through actual association with them; he would 
carry this one step further, and if people are 
interested in writing, this training in the classics 
and philosophy will put them on the right track in 
their creative work. 
Alluding to the reading of poetry, Flrost 
contends that thoroughness is the last quality to be 
insisted upon. In this respect, he points out that 
progress in poetry is circular: 
Tou read poem number one to help you 
understand poem number tt^ro, to help you under¬ 
stand poem number three, to help you understand 
poem number one again.(1) 
To his way of thinking, any book suffers from 
too close scrutiny. *A11 it needs for understanding is 
that you should have read all the other books ever 
(3.) C8iriatian Soience Monitor. Hay 29, 1925, p. 6, 
•Tribute Is Pakd to 1^. Surton.* 
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Witten; which ^^en you stop to think of It. Is a 
(1) 
klrui of thoroughness* ** 
fVost doeen^t believe that a study of an 
author should be made before his books az*e read* 
Books are the thing* Start reading Burns 
without trying to understand peculiarities of 
his life* Head iSfcielley*s poems before trying 
to understand political philosophy and his 
love affairs* Read far In an author and later 
It may be well to study details of his text or 
the story of his life.(2) 
As for the teaching of literature In the 
colleges, he likes the growing ^predation of 
4 
literature* He points out that itdxen he was young 
there were no courses designed to give students aui 
appreciation of the literature of our own oountry. 
Thirty years ago, to ay own personal 
knowledge, American Literature was seldom 
spoken of In colleges* How students are 
hearing It treated with respect and that 
means a lot*(3) 
The following are some of the statements 
Frost has made relative to reading; 
The chief accomplishment of a 
literature course should be to give a 
right attitude toward books*(4) 
(1) Christian Bolenoe Monitor, May 29, 
*Tfn>u'ie Is CT^'’’yo’lgr"Burton* *• 
192b, p. 5^ 
(2) The Mountaineer, January 13, 1928, p. 3. 
yhe Sun, Baltimore, February 26, 1926, p. 5, 
^Mew iSed• s Lost says Frost.* 
T}ie Mountaineer, January 13, 1928, p* 3. 
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^he Imovledge which the teacher has and 
his or her enthusiasm for literature is a 
ooiamunloable thing and is felt by the class. 
This makes the reading mo3?e fruitful.(1) 
We don* *t want to do anything with a book 
that ttie writer didn’t write it for. Bo^c 
meant to be read should be read, not studied. (2) 
There are three elements in the classroom, 
the books, the teacher and the students. All 
should be treated with respect. The book should 
be treated with respect first of all, and not 
pulled to pieces and fussed orer. !rfie cramming 
method that endeavors to prepare each student to 
answer every possible question about e§ch po^, 
play or novel ie not Justified by z^su£ts.(6) 
They used to sprinkle beer from a watering 
can on the sidewalks outside the barroom to bring 
in the young. The smell tempted them inside. 
That’s the way it should be with literature and 
poetry in college.(4) 
Once Frost was asked how students can do any 
reading since time is taken for so much technical work. 
To this he replied, **It*8 stolen sweets you like 
(5) 
best.* 
(1) Tlie Mountaineer. January 13, 1928, p. 3. 
(2i The Hiddlebury College ^evs Letter. Yol. XIV {1939J,12. 
(3) The Mountaineer. January 13, 1928, p. 1. 
(4) Time. Vol. XLI (1943), 38. “Frosty Beer.* 
(3) Iowa State Daily Student. Vol. 67 (1938), 1-2^ 
* steal fime 5^or Reading^ Frost.* 
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Reading and more reading 1b better* One 
explanatory note to a poem or chapter Is enough, 
more than that halts the Interest* Words you 
need to know will be learned by reading more* 
Use the dictionary but seldcHs and then only on 
a crucial vord*(l) 
Educating Future goete and Writers: 
1^0ot has arrived at no conclusions on the 
question of collegiate writers* In 1936 he spoke of 
the faot that at Iowa State one can get a doctor's 
degree for writing a volume of poetry under the 
guidance of Sox^aan Foester. He wonders If this way Is 
better than one by whloh students, after taking a 
conventional arts course, go out to grapple with life 
and write poetry as an avocation. Concerning these 
two theories of writing, he said? 
I haven't decided whloh method produces 
the better writers. 
It's hard to say \^ether or not genius 
can be tau^t, and whether poets really are 
helped by courses In creative writing.(2) 
He advocates writing In college for only one 
reason; a person *wanta to do In college eaot;^ writing 
to have forever afterward something of the writer's 
(1) Ihe Momtalneer. January 13, 1928, p. 1. 
(2) The Ohio Lantern. May 26, 1936, p. 1. ^Preparation 
for A ¥*061*s dareer Is Still Unsettled, Frost 
Declares.* 
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(1) 
approach to reading.!dien aaked at one time 
for some advice to Improve technique In writing, he 
repliedi 
**Don*t write for A*e, write for keeps^ 
for blood. Writing for A*s Is just practice..• 
Athletics are more terribly real than anything 
else in education. It*s because Athletics are 
for bloody for keeps. Studies are done just 
for practice.* 7p him, the things most like 
the Arts in a college are college sports.(2) 
In educating future poets, SVost insists 
that Americans do not get tones enough into their 
; 
poetry, auid he attributes this fault to the fact 
that they are tied too closely to academic rules. 
All poetry is a reproduction of the tones and 
(3) 
rhythms of speech. 
r 
Even aigland isn^t tied to academic 
teaching as we are. ‘Ihat*s why they have some 
real poets ^ere we have none. We insist on 
form and on unity and the rest of old stuff.(4) 
(1) field Pally Hejpublioaa. October 16 » 
(2) Student Life. April 11, 1940, p. 1^ 
^jioWrt ■Lee"Vroat, Prize Winner Gives Philosophies, 
Advice, in Interviews.** 
(3) Henry Holt and Co., Editor, Hew York, 1928. 
**Frost the Man and His Work and Some Definitions.* 
(A Henry Holt CcMipany pamphlet containing no 
page numbers*} 
(4) Boston Post. Februax^ 14, 1916, p. 16^ 
‘*#ih<l8 famous American Poet in White Mountain 
Village* by Carl Wilaore. 
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His proposal for producing the poets is 
to find a happy mixture of the '^emotionalists* who 
throw all to the winds exoept emotion and the 
"Intellectualists" who are the other extreme: 
if American poets will only try to use all 
the tones of life and will drop the eternal 
sublime and see that all life is a fit subject 
for poetic treatment; they will do better. We 
must have new subject matter, new treatment of it, 
€Uid we must employ the neglected tones and forget 
the overworked ones.Cl} 
The highest praise yrost is likely to give 
any promising poet is to say that "something is going 
on here." He is not ovex^enerous. He treats aspirants 
to one of two things - "interest* and "lack of 
interest" •• and defends this pedagogy with the statement 
that there are c^ly two good things in the world, namely, 
acoeptanoe and rejeotion. "you've got to think both 
over. You oan't correct a \«*it0r into is^ortanoe. 
If there's any 'dope' about writing a poem or short 
story, I don*t believe it." 
As to the value of poetry, he has the 
following Interesting ccnmnent: 
I like to measure up poetry to everything. 
I don't think there is anything very importsmit 
without poetry. I don't think mathematics. 
(1) Boston Post. February 14, 1916, p. 16, "Finds Famous 
American l^oet in White Mountain Village" by Carl 
Wilmore. 
(2) The Middlebury College Hews Letter. Vol. XIV (1939), 
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scienoe, Is^ Iraportant vlthout poetry or 
amounts to muoh.d) 
Frost the Teaoher: 
As a professor, he is a man of quiet 
voice, given somewhat to soliloquy, high 
talk but not loud talk. If you would hear, 
you must listen. His manner of speech 
suggests he would not Intrude his opinions 
upon one. To change yours, well, that is 
not his business. One must do that for 
himself.(2) 
Whenever frost is acting in the capacity 
of the *teacher^, he has one main objective in 
mind - to *stir the students to think.* If they are 
not stirred to think, says frost, *they will be on 
their way to become •cases*.* A characteristic 
remark of his is: *Say something in classroom 
To Hitler, to CJhamberlain or to the drama, but say 
(3) 
8c»ttething with a kick in it.* 
His classes are small, more or less informal 
groups, and from time to time, he has individual 
student conferences that are often carried over into 
the quietude of his own hone. These home visits are 
(1) Wilfred Davidson Kemorial Library, 3readloaf, 
The Dedication July 21, 1930. (A Breadloaf 
pufelication containing no page numbers and no 
indication of author.) 
(8) The Coimonweal. Vol. XT, (1932), 297-298, •The Sound 
of a Yankee Voice * by Fred 3mi1di. 
(3) Hew York Times. Hoveaber 12, 1939, p. 12, *Robert 
frost Aims to ’Stir* Students.* 
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not tcdcen up solely with poetry or writing, for the 
discussion ranges over all subjects; here he Is 
likely to show particular Interest In the diffident 
tuidergraduates who for one reason or another ai:*e 
considered ‘‘odd** by their classmates. 
Why does Frost prefer small. Informal 
classes? He has a sincere desire to know his pupils 
personally, and an Informal atmosphere gl^es him more 
opportunity to *draw the student out.** He especially 
prefers the seminar In which there Is opportunity for 
what he terms “polite conv^ersation** about any topic 
that seems Interesting, sudb as politics, economics, 
philosophy, or literature. He prefers a t3rpe of 
education In which one^s thoughts are not limited In 
scope, but are carried over Into other stimulating 
channels. 
In Frost*8 opinion teaching Is a natural 
eactenslon of his unfeigned Interest In people. For 
example. In an effort to “draw a student out“ he often¬ 
times asks friendly. Insistent questions about the 
place where the student was born and brou^^t up. 
At first the student. If reared in a small town, may 
answer with diffidence, because of the fact that for 
years he has been apologetic about his simple beginnings 
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and prefers to forget them. Qradually, however, 
Fx*o0t msikes hi® wax*® to his memories, wakes hia 
discover a fresh respect for the sources of his 
being until the student finally goes from the class- 
a new dimension added to his personality. 
Frost does ask hie pupils questions, but 
as he says, never ask a pupil a question I rayself 
can answer. • And, as la apparent from his 
educational philosophy, he cares nothing for 
pupil who can •tell you what he knows in the order in 
whi<^ he learned it.* His method is *to tease students 
into thought*. Elizabeth Sergeant gives us an 
illustration of this type of teaching as she has witnessed 
it in one of Frost*0 classess 
the day I saw him on an Aadierst platform, 
he was steering his class towards the reading of 
H2:ierson by asking it to define an * idealist. 
Xs he a man who measures up fro® nothing, or one 
who measures down fro® everyttilngt Mi^t he be, 
©specially if an artist, somewhere between the 
two? *X believe in what the Greeks called 
synecdoche: the philosophy of ^e part for the 
whole: skirting the hem of the goddess. All 
that an artist needs is samples, ^ough success 
to know what money is like; enough love to know 
what women are like.*(^) 
(1) Sargeant, Elizabeth Fire Under The Andes 
liev York, 1927, pp. 287-288. 
(2) Loo. Pit. 
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To tho vay iVoat bedoTlIa liis students 
with quastlofttt he oatt*t an«i?er hiaself, goes on 
to aay s 
This ia his oardinaX prinoipal as an 
•duoator - For exaaple this poser: How many 
things oan you do to a poem besidea read it or 
write Itf The oXass found one lutndred and ei^t.(X) 
What FToat wants to bring about in the 
oXassrooa is the atiiiuXation of a great many ideas; the 
content of books is pureXy incidental. Ha wants 
students to talk and talk, to spill out ideas« to 
suggest ^ings to him he newer thou^t of. He prises 
freshness and originality in his students and respects 
those who hawe confidence in their own ability. The 
way he treated some students^ who had no faith in ^e 
papers they had Just submitted to hlm^ is illustrated 
in the followingj 
I 
At one tiae« while at Aiaherst, I stood as 
my students entered the rocmi and resignedly 
accepted their ooi^osltions. ^en they all had 
been thrust into hands, I held them up to the 
students and asked, ‘Are there any among roa who 
treasure these papers and wish to retain them?^ 
The studante looked at one another but no one 
relished hie child, so X tore the papers and 
threw the pieces in the basket saying, ‘•If you 
are not satisfied and proud of what you have 
written, should I waste my time in considering 
(1) Sergeant, Elisabeth Jhepley, op* oit.. p. 288. 
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what you have already implied is not 
satisfactory?** (1) 
At Amherst and Ann Arbor and now at Dartmouth, 
Frost has carried on what is referred to as his theory 
of a **detached education**. According to this theory 
students are encouraiged to do more and more work for 
themselves and to expect from the teacher more guidance 
than tutoring. His teaching is one of **education by 
presence** (discussed in an earlier section)- the type 
**where by a challenge I could ask them to go the whole 
(2) 
length in some one of the Arts, for example.** 
Not a strict disciplinarian in any sense of 
the word. Frost believes that upon occasion there is 
a place for hiimor In the classroom. One time while 
teaching at Pinkerton, the superintendent, reputed to 
have been a hard master, visited his room Just as he 
was •*having some fun with the class.** At first, 
bewildered as to what he should do, Frost finally 
decided to continue what he had been doing when the 
superintendent walked in. Frost refers to the reaction 
of the superintendent as follows; **... and he didn't 
(1) The Michigan Alumnus. Vol. XXXII (1925), 208, 
**Roberi irost - trolessor of English.** 
(2) Boston Evening Transcript. November 4, 1924, p. 11, 
'*^ober^ ^Sf*ost liCaves Amnerst to Go to Michigan. 
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dliid at all*' Ha artez^v^ards told me he dtdn* t care 
wh..t I did so long as I knew what I wanted to do. 
But with most teaohers it*8 a ease of having to 
A 
tell them what to do, he said, and X guess he*s 
(1) 
rl^t* * 
In teaching poetry to his classes, SVost 
explains what rfiould be done with a poeia, **Head it, 
: i 
remember it, and tell what it has done to you,* he 
says* He does not believe in parsing and analyzing 
poetry, but does require it to be memorized. 
***, regardless of forty years of prejudice against 
<2) 
memorizing anything, you must memorize poetry,* 
Besides having his pupils memorize pooras. 
Frost often reads to his classes. He has a strong 
desire to awaken student interest in the world of good 
books. Analytical discussions of books do not concern 
him, however. He seems to say little about literature, 
for his belief is that literature should speak for 
I—.. . ■■ . . . ..I «" ■ .■IHI ■■ 
b 
(1) The Boston Sunday Globe, November 23, 1924, 
Wf fepoh 5nly When I Have Something to Tell* 
by Oardner Jackson. The page number of this 
article was not included in the photostat, 
(2) The Bpeetator, April 10, 1940, p, *Dr. Robert 
Frost, Poet of Hew England Life, Bpeaks at 
Edlnboro, Pa,* 
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itself. never continues reading a boc^ that seems 
to make the class listless. If the class seeras 
uninterested^ he closes the book and passes the rest 
of the hour in some other way. Referring to his 
teaching at Flnkerton, FVost has said: «I learned to 
watch for the •fidgets* on the part of the students 
and when I saw them in evidence, I recognised them as 
a danger signal. They W€‘re given to the children to 
(1) 
protect themselves vrith, you know.* 
As for writing. Frost eneourages his students 
to write about things they know best, what is ^common 
in experience, uncommon in writing*. He calls their 
attention to the beauty about them, to little homely 
experiences about iidiloh at first, students mi^t feel 
Cl 
I 
there is nothing worth wJiile recording. In hie 
criticisms of student themes, he never touches the soul 
of their compositions (if soul they possess), and any 
imagination in a sincere student*8 mind Is never 
dampened by cynical or disparaging comments. But on 
occasion he can be cynical and satiric, feu* he hates 
all sham and hypocrisy. 
(1) The Inlander. Vol. XX, (1918), 6, *Notes From 
^onversations With Robert Frost.* 
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FVofit acknowledge* that he Is an Indifferent 
teacher and even confesses that It Is hard to tinder^ 
stand why he Is wanted around colleges. He feels that 
perhaps the colleges believe he can exert some force 
merely by belonging to them. *It must be what I stand 
for does my work." In referring to the books he expects 
to write, he says that these books, as much the un¬ 
written ae the written, are (as he sees It) what he Is 
to the college. 
If teaching Is as I believe, asking rather 
than answering questions, my books do more of my 
teaching with very little help from me. Or ao 
I like to believe.(1) 
It has been said of Frost, as a teaohers 
In teaching literature. Frost la a guide, 
an aid, an Inspiration to those Interested. 
Frost*8 presence In an institution designed 
for teaching and research Is a reminder that 
literature Is not only an affair of words, but 
of men.(2) 
(1) HoHau^cht^a Monthly. Vol. V, (1926 ) 46, •‘Robert 
Tro st As "a ~'#eaoKer’‘. 
(2) Christian Science Honltor. Hay 16, 1989, p. 9, 
eacKer"Xeksi Let*^3 Pupil I>o the Thinking**. 
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V 
COKCLUSIOH 
In hie philosopl^ and his teaching, Hobert 
l^ost exemplifies a type of education that is liberal, 
•t 
far ranging, and objective. An avid contender that 
originality ia too often discourage by aoadeiaio 
discipline, he aims to perpetuate ideas that would 
f 
lose their value if they were systematized through 
education. Convinced that too much of our education 
today is of the spoon fed type, he tries to.awaken 
pupils to the vitality within them, by stimulating 
them to think. A sincere exponent of giving a pupil 
that freedom in the olassroom whioh he himself likes 
to have with his material, frost has always had an 
interest in the development of the individual, with a 
view to making him a credit to his family, his college, 
and his country, ^'rost^s ideas on education have 
t 
impressed many noted eduoators; his principles and 
methods of teaching have been a **challenge* to them 
to make their educational programs more exciting, 
more vital, more akin to the w^a and needs of our 
democracy* 
RECOONITION OF FROST A3 AN EDUCATOR 
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Any guperior eduoational program oan be 
evaluated by the extent to ^ioh it oan supplement 
and even displace text book instruction through its 
possession of library resouroes iidxloh will encourage 
a student's intellectual development €^.ong individual 
lines. Therefore any reputable college library should 
possess in its collections not only the utilitarian 
books necessary to understanding all of its fields of 
educational interest, but it should have also, to the 
extent its resources and friends permit, collections 
of those rarities which have become landmarks in the 
history of our culture. 
As a college library, however, we should 
not be satisfied with restricting our activities to 
the provision of books alone. It is our hope that 
contact %rith the people tdio write them may also have 
a considerable value in the education of individual 
students; and what better place exists for the 
development of the mutual author, book, student 
association than an outstanding library like Baker? 
Only rarely, however, are we fortunate 
enough to have with us a man like Robert Frost, who 
can offer to students the vast usefulness of his homely 
oossaon**sense philosophy on the one hand and the rare 
privilege of neighborly awareness of his deep spiritual 
insight on the other. We like human beings at 
Dartmouth and our liking for them is ^e main spring 
of our educational methods. (Dartmouth July 23, 
1943, p. 1. •Poet Frost Will Join ^aculty^ by 
Professor Oeorge 0. Wood.) 
A new direction which liberal arts education 
at Ikirtmouth College may take increasingly after the 
war has been marked by the surrlval on the campus of 
Robert Frost, outstanding American poet,.*.. 
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Frost brings to focus the moTement 
toward inoreaeing use of the college library as the 
center of teaching at Dartmouth. ••• he is conducting 
a series of weekly group discussions as well as 
individual conferences with students to guide and 
strengthen their intellectual interests throu^ the 
use of the collegers unusual library facilities. 
start of Mr* Frost*s seiainar series 
brought out such a large number of students, many 
of them fiavy and Marine Corps students in the 
Dar^outh y«»12 unit, that the poet was forced to make 
emergency use of a larger room. (Mew York Herald 
Tribune. October 24, 1943, SectionII, p. B. *iWBert 
tvosi*s Seminar Liked At Dartmouth.*) 
..., the inclusion on university faculties 
of men of Mr* Frost*6 liberal outlook can do mudh to 
bring to the surface the desire for understanding and 
learning which lies at various depths in the minds of 
all students worthy of a university education. 
(Ihe Amherst Student. Movember 13, 1939, p. 2. 
( ffair.*) 
His presence in an institution designed for 
teaching and research is in itself a reminder that 
literature is not only an affair of words, but of men. 
This is the proper way in which to establish true 
relationships between the scholar and the creator in 
the humanities. (The Satur^y Review. Vol. XIII, (1936), 
8. •Dividends From a Poet. 
While here^ as a holder of the <h*eative Arts 
Fellowship, Mr. Frost won the respect and admiration of 
not only the faculty, but also of “ttie students. His 
door was always open to all and his ready sympathy and 
1. University of Michigan. He had been there at the 
University previously for two years as holder of the 
Creative Arts Fellowship. 
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good fellowship, coupled with the fact that Mr. Frost 
grew to like Ann Arbor, are the reasons he wae aeleoted 
to fill the pez*manent post. (The World. November 5, 
1924, p. 19. •aobert Frost, Hew feglarid Poet, Goes to 
University of Michigan.*) 
Dear President BurtonrThe English department 
has Instructed me to oonvey to you the Is^reeslons of 
Its members regarding the honorary fellowship provided 
by the generosity of Mr. Osbum and the effect upon the 
university of the Inouifbeney, In the current year, of 
Kr. fVost. 
We are of one mind on the subject. At the 
outset many doubte were ejqpressed by members of the 
faculty as to the wisdom of the experiment so remote 
from the conventional trend of educational theory and 
practice. W# venture to assert 'Uiat these doubts have 
been completely dissipated, and that benefits 
accruing to the university are Inealoulably richer than 
could reasonably have been expected. Two main reasons 
may be offered as explanation of this result. 
In the first place the experiment could not 
have been better timed. There has been a mimlfest 
quickening of Interest In literature during recent years 
among our students. This has been apparent both In the 
classroom and In the activities In ^1(^ their artistic 
alms find expression. 
The second, cause Is to be found In the happy 
choice of the first holder of the fellowship. We do 
not refer merely to Mr. Frost’s preeminence among living 
American poets. Indisputable though It ©ay be. We have 
In mind rather those qualities of character and 
personality that have endeared him to all who have come 
within the range of his Influence. The rugged 
intellectual honesty that Informs his poetry furnishes 
the obvious clue to title man. Combining pure Ideality 
of purpose with keen common-sense, boldness and delicacy 
of imagination with a stern appreciation of the realities 
of life, he represents Americanism at Its best. It may 
seem trivial to mention such negative traits as freedom 
from affectation and pretense, but when we remember how 
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persistently men associate with their conception of 
poets and artiste the picturesque weakness of vanity, 
Bohei^ianiSIS, and aestheticicis, we cannot he too ^rate«» 
ful that our students have had the opportunity to 
learn that a true poet is a man. And it must bo said 
to their cx*edit that the lesson has not been wasted. 
The tribute of reverential affection that they have 
paid to Mr. ^Tost is not less in^resslve the 
hearty synpathetlo kindliness with which he has 
entered into their lives. 
After the recent meeting of the English 
Oraduatd Club at which Mr. fVost was speaker, one of 
the ablest and most thoughtful students said; “This 
evening has furnished the outstanding experience of 
my four years at Michigan.« We believe that,this 
expresses ©i# feeling of many, and truly reflects the 
reaction on the university to the stimulus and influence 
of the Poet♦a participation in Its life. 
Louis A. Strauss 
For Department of SnglishCl) 
Had you been asked shortly after the beginning 
of your college career you thought to be the most 
popular man on the campus, the answer would undoubtedly 
have been, *The Goaoh**-Coaoh Tost. And the same 
applies in all probability to nine oases out of ten 
alumni had they been asked the same question. 
How startling, then, was the statement made 
by President Marion L. Burton during spring vacation 
at an alumni dinner in Louisville, Ky., that he was 
uncertain as to who was the most popular man on the 
Michigan campus at the present time. Coach Tost, or 
Hobert Frost. Of course the president made this remark 
more or less in the spirit of fun, but nevertheless it 
drives home with particular effectiveness the realisation 
of the university's progress during the present year 
toward the general appreciation of thli^s oxiltural. 
(1) (An unpublished letter expressing faculty approval 
of Frost*8 presence on the campus of the University 
of Michigan on file in the Frost Collection at the 
Jones Librairy, Amherst, Massachusetts.} 
Detroit Free Press, June 22, 1922, “Rej^iewing 
Robert Frost*8 Tear In Ann Arbor**, by Becnioe 
Stewart. 
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••••Preeident Burton attributes this 
oulturaX spurt largely if not entirely to the 
etidulating influenoe of Robert Frost in our midst and 
few can deny that the fellowship has produoed 
excellent results* (A photostat on file in the Frost 
Colleotion at the Jones Library, Amherst, Hassaohusetts*) 
(Detroit Free Press, June 26, 1922. *ReTiewing Robert 
Frost*8 fear in Ann Arbor* by Bernice Stewart.) 
... If creative minds are excluded from 
teaching, creative minds will be automatically 
excluded from the student*mass. If creative minds are 
excluded from the student mass, who is going to keep 
alive the creative principle in the college? Kow are 
the students not gifted wi*^ the divine flame ever 
going to understand and appreciate one is? ...Ihe 
exclusion of creative minds from teaching, in the end, 
degrades literature as well as education. 
^jJhat the field of literature in education 
needs is vehement young minds with senses tingling in 
response to the thousand beauties of the world; 
imagination triimphantly balancing reason; Intuitive 
powers to treat the past as a potential past, not 
spuming oontemporeuc^ies. (SehooX and Society. ?ol. VII, 
(1918) , 118. * Creative Teaching*, by M. Hedges, 
Assistant Professor of Literature, Beloit College). 
To Mr. Frost, •life is a pursuit, not an 
escape • and he was the same hind of realist as a teacher 
that he is as a poet. The things upon which he laid his 
hands did not vanish to dust, but became to us pexnaanent 
possessions, things that we were to carry away, that 
would remain with us all our lives. (Mpl^ jlayaa Delta 
Ciuarterly. Vol. XXVIII. (1937), 136. Bohoolgirl 
Heels a Poet*, Impressions of Robert Frost by Meredith 
Heed.} 
\ 
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Probably the most interesting angle about 
the Bowdoin affair is the round table. A score and 
only a score of picked Bowdoin undergraduates appear 
before a certain building and disappear behind a 
closed door with a famous crltio, ^amatlst, norellst 
or poet. Only a ehonen few may go in. Even a 
professor with a tremendous drag cannot enter. 
“Why, life listened to iiobert F^ost for two 
whole hours • that was an hour overtime - and we didn*t 
know it was time for lunch,* said one boy in the Beta 
Theta Pi House to a group about him. •The funny part 
Jbout it was that no one could ask him any questions. 
got so interested in hearing him talk that we Just 
sat there with Jaws sagging. Only four Bien out of the 
twenty asked him questions* That*8 all there was 
time for. heard Mr. Frost speak and that* a all we 
cared about. We oouldn*t bear to Interrimt him. It 
dldn*t matter so much ^at he talked about so long as 
he kept talking.* 
The boy pulled out a pocketful of papers and 
showed one slip on which he had written a list of 
questions suggested by ^diat Mr. Frost had said the 
ni^t before. 
*I forgot all about asking him,* he said 
sin5)ly. (Boston Globe. May 10, 19S5, •Poets And Alters 
Flock to Botfdoln for the Round Tabic of Literature.*) 
But may I add a word to say, as I wrote to 
Fi*ost not long ago, how much I am interested in the large 
wisdom of the great Western universities in securing you 
and him for such positions? In my Judgement the surest 
clue to the almost hopeless labyrinth of present-day 
education is the development of the instinct of beauty. 
Knowledge, the vast accumulation of leaivilng, has got 
utterly beyond us, so that the mere weight and burden 
of our collective acquisition threatens to reduce us 
as individuals to ano'^er age of ignorance. The natural 
educational reaction from this is to mere utilitarianism, 
and pleasure and nothing more. For which tendency there 
is no better spiritual antidote than the suggestion of 
what is beautiful, the constant, gently, instinctive 
restinder that great poetry, great music, great painting. 
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above all the Inexhaustible loveliness of nature, are 
eilways with us, always sure, always available, without 
effort or e^ipense* And >diat finer function can there 
be than for a man to stand for these things and to 
diffuse the atmosphere of them to hundreds of young 
people all about himt (Brooks, Van Wyok, Editor, 
The Letters of Oamaliel Bradford, riew fork, 1934, p. 91.) 
Of laudh greater importance to us by far is 
the meaning of Flpost^s direct relationship to the college, 
for this relationship lent great dignity both to the 
college and to f*ro8t. His position was essentially 
that of the detached. Impartial observer, unfettered by 
the academic regimen, representing no specialised 
branch of learning but rather wisdom Itself. He stood 
out above all the mechanism of college, above not only 
tlie academic mechanism, but that of every day campus 
life with all its heavy load of competitions, fraternity 
prestige and all the rest that conspires to submerge 
the purpose of college. It is an eternal credit to this 
college and to liberal education that Frost, despite his 
anomolous position in regard to the academic, was 
retained on the Amherst faculty, for in the end he 
provides, in his detachment and wisdom, the best 
Jjustifioation of liberal education. It is a triumph 
for Ai^ierst that it recognized hie greatness, for 
liberal education that it was flexible enough to find 
aplaoe for him. (touchstone. Vol. IV, (1939), 1. 
♦*The Robert Frost Issue. 
t 
Aodierst has reason to be proud of her connection 
with Robert Frost. The relationship was ever unusual in 
an academic sense, and for chief period of his stay 
at /^erst. Frost was allowed the complete independence 
which he so desired. It is greatly to Amherst*3 credit 
that she realized Frost could contribute most if he 
acted spontaneously, and the college profited greatly from 
her broadmindedness in this matter. (Touchstone. Vol. IV, 
(1939), 8. *Robert Frost At Amherst* by Tom Hodman.) 
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• X am Indebted'to Asdierst for many fine and happy 
thing 3» many beloved memories^ many deep and beautiful 
obligationa. fhe thought that I had a share in the 
effort to bring Frost to Ataherst College has always 
seemed to me part payment on this debt* I oan only 
hope that a statement will carry with it the full 
meaning it haa for me* (Youohetone* Vol. IV, (1959) 9. 
Letter From dtarh Young* f 
The best of Frost the teadher was the impact 
of fh^Q&t the man* He was not merely another regia*gitator; 
he had experienoed, lived, created: he was an origin* 
He was an authentic fountain of power, drawing hi a water 
of life from the roots of the world* A creature and 
also a creator I Amid the shuffle of the ambulant 
ghosts* the sleepwalkers and sleep-workers, he was a 
man* (Touchstone* Vol* IV, (1939), 11* «Hobert Frost 
At Ajahersi ^ by E* Merrill Hoot.) 
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